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“The Manner of ONSEN” Video Release on Japanese Hot Spring Etiquette

~For people all over the world to enjoy onsen comfortably~

Hoshino Resorts (Location: Karuizawa, Nagano Prefecture, Representative: Yoshiharu Hoshino) has created a

video, “The Manner of ONSEN,” introducing the traditional etiquette of Japanese hot springs for people from all

over the world to learn about and enjoy onsen to their heart’s content in a fitting manner. Many international guests

are unfamiliar with onsen and the manners associated with entering these natural baths. With this video, they can

learn just how to enjoy the incredible hot springs so famous in Japan.

In the making of this video, we held interviews with 40 people from China, Taiwan, and South Korea interested in

Japan about the country and its onsen, where we received comments including “Japan is a country that takes care

of other people,” “I had a lot of trouble because I didn’t know how to use the onsen,” and “I’m uncomfortable

entering a public bath naked but I want to respect the local customs.”

In this video, animals originally featured in Japan’s oldest known manga come alive, jumping out from the

picture scroll to introduce the manners of onsen in a storybook format. The rabbit and frog light-heartedly correct

some common mistakes people make when entering an onsen, such as not washing oneself beforehand, entering

the bath with a towel, or talking loudly. By watching until the end while enjoying the unique world, you can learn

just how to enjoy onsen to the fullest with good manners and have a better experience. The video is released on

YouTube and Youku so that anyone can watch it freely, with English, Chinese (Simplified and Traditional), and

Japanese versions. For details, please check below.

Hoshino Resorts will continue striving to introduce and disseminate Japanese culture and manners to the world

so that more people can enjoy the many unique experiences and customs found only in Japan.
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："The Manner of ONSEN”

：YouTube（https://youtu.be/dQrCwjtLT8A）
：Tripleseven Creative Strategies, Toshiya Fukuda 

：Hoshino Resorts KAI Kawaji
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